T h i s d o c u m e n t i s a d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e i n t e l l e c t u a l p r o p e r t y, a s s e t s a n d r e s o u r c e s
that have been developed to support the IconicShift business architecture,
mentoring programmes and workshops.
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What is
IconicShift?

IconicShift is a set of tools and principles that helps people design, build, run and
promote an iconic business. An iconic business stands out from the crowd as a symbol of
excellence in its industry and is often seen as a game changer.
Iconic businesses create value through lower customer acquisition costs and greater
customer loyalty, they attract more business partners and have an ability to premium
price. Perhaps more important than any of these though is the creation of a culture
which promotes commitment, creativity, engagement and a business architecture that is
inherently agile and innovative. This allows rapid and powerful responses to opportunities
and problems alike.

IconicShift was created by Mike Harris in 2012, based on his
experience of building successful companies including two, billiondollar game changing business in FinTech – First Direct, the world’s
first telephone bank, and Egg, the world’s first internet bank. The
IconicShift team has worked in-depth with around 30 businesses
in the last five years, creating nearly $1bn of additional value.
Elements of the architecture have also been used by hundreds of
other businesses who have attended workshops and seminars.

IconicShift is different from other business support programmes. It sets out from the
start to help each business it works with create a unique blue print for building a gamechanging play. It goes on to provide them with everything they need through mentoring,
workshops, teaching business skills and ongoing support. The entire architecture is a
proprietary way of thinking about investment, strategy, planning, leadership, business
models, innovation, branding, culture and communication. The core principles are
simplicity, agility, smart risks, ease of use and the creation of businesses that leadership
teams and employees are proud of and which customers love.
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“

The most important thing we can say about the businesses Mike Harris
created is that they worked. They worked for both customers and
investors. We can say the same about IconicShift. Simply put – it works.
— ROBERTO MENDOZA
Ex-Vice Chairman of JP Morgan and ex-Chairman of Egg

“

”

There is no shortcut to greatness and that is why it is so rare and so
inspiring when truly iconic figures like Mike Harris come along and reshape industries.

”

— ALISTAIR LUKIES
The Prime Minister’s business ambassador for FinTech, Chairman of Innovate
Finance and ex-CEO and founder of Monetise plc

“

In the business world, there is no shortage of information on how to
be a successful entrepreneur. There are videos, webinars, podcasts
and real live events all from so called business experts. Experts, whose
claim to fame is that they are really good at promoting themselves
and good at not showing you the real fundamentals of business. But
to learn from somebody who is the real deal was ground-breaking
for me. Mr. Harris is able to cut through all the garbage and show an
actual clear cut path on how to become a successful entrepreneur
who can make a positive difference in the world.
— NIKI RAM

”

Founder of Woord
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overview

How
IconicShift
works

An iconic business is always seeking to transform its industry, to do something new and
different that makes things work better. We call this a Purpose Beyond Money and it is the
core from which everything else is generated.
With new or early stage businesses it is usually a simple matter to get the founders to
express this purpose as a sentence that inspires them and others.
For established companies we normally start by looking at the brand experience they are
currently delivering and what they want to change. It’s normally straightforward to work
back from that to uncover the (often hidden) purpose that is driving them.
Once that is in place we set about creating an iconic design that is about creating and
managing the CEO’s agenda. It is a set of thin layers that show intentions and priorities.
The layers are designed to align the leadership team and inform the detailed design of
structures like the financial plan, brand, culture, operations, IT and communications.

“

IconicShift was critical for us. It has helped us set up the operational
components, put together the key metrics for our funding, build the
foundations and really crystallise the vision we had for OINKY.

”

— IVAN SOTO-WRIGHT
Founder OINKY

The power of thin layers comes from the fact that people can easily remember them and
therefore they drive day to day actions and minute by minute decisions and choices. They
avoid the fate of most strategies and business designs, which end up in large manuals on a
shelf somewhere, rarely consulted.
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1

The first step of an iconic design is the same for all businesses – to create the thin layer that defines the brand experience – one which will support
the purpose. For us, brand experience is the totality of customer and employee experience in interacting with the business. It therefore informs
everything in the business, including products, customer support and communication, marketing, design and culture.
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Our second step is to create The Game. This is the IconicShift term for a thin layer describing a medium term (three to five year) strategic plan. It
represents the progress we want to make in growing and developing the business over that period. We call it a Game worth playing because it will
take the business forward and create value whether the original targets are met or whether they are amended during the journey.
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The third step is The Road Map which is the thin layer representing the priorities and accountabilities for the next 12 months. It is the key tool the
CEO uses to monitor and manage progress – and to hold people to account.

When we create a Road Map, we also review the company’s business architecture and its
portfolio of strategic assets and bets. We assess how well customer and competitive insight is
being used to drive innovation. This review may show up things that need to be addressed and
added to the CEO’s agenda and, if so, they are added to the Road Map.
Then, we work on a ‘Perfect Pitch’ for the strategy and the immediate implementation priorities.
A Perfect Pitch is a verbal two to four minute explanation delivered with clarity and commitment
that everybody inside and outside the company immediately gets. This ‘thin layer’ pitch can be
used to generate longer pitches, such as sales presentations, pitches to investors and business
partners and the way the business describes itself in brochures, web sites and social media.

Finally, we offer a thin layer framework for high performance leadership. Particularly appropriate for first time CEO’s or inexperienced leaders, it gives an easy
to remember approach for dealing with typical leadership problems like:
A feeling of overwhelm
Dilemmas and tough decisions
Getting stuck – not knowing what to do next
Dealing with crises
Dealing with opportunities that come out of the blue – game changer or danger signal?
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in detail

A Purpose Beyond Money is an enduring ideal for a company. A powerful purpose aims to
create a dent in the universe by creating something brand new or transforming people’s
experience of something that already exists.

1. A Purpose
Beyond
Money

‘

FOR EXAMPLE EGG’S PURPOSE
Revolutionising people’s experience of financial service from daunting –
to supportive and on your side.

’

The best purposes cannot be achieved fully; they are a goal that you always strive towards
in an endless search for perfection. They drive a company forward, force it to innovate and,
importantly, provide an emotional connection to the business for leadership teams, staff,
customers and partners – to motivate and inspire.
The Purpose is our starting point and we use it to create many of the other thin layers
during an IconicShift process.

“

What I valued most about IconicShift is its ability
to radically simplify apparently complex things like
strategy, brand, products and value propositions
without losing any of the power of more complex
approaches. When it’s simple and powerful it
means it’s easy to get people all moving in the
same direction singing from the same hymn sheet.

”

— SIMON ROGERSON
Group Chief Executive of Octopus Investments
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in detail

2. The brand
experience

A Purpose Beyond Money is critical to generating a powerful brand experience. The brand
experience rules your day-to-day behaviours and interactions. An iconic brand experience
separates your business from the crowd. It is the ‘how’ you get things done every day – how
you treat customers, staff and everyone else who comes into contact with the business. It
becomes the operating principle of how the business works. Since it involves everyone in
the organisation it has to be a thin layer – simple enough that people can easily remember
it.
It is in two parts – ‘what we are known for’ and ‘how we leave people feeling’. These two
parts represent the promise we are making about the rational and emotional experience
we deliver at each touch point. An experience that lights everyone up and differentiates
us – makes us iconic. Our ideal is an experience for our customers, our employees, our
partners, our suppliers and us that is irresistible, additive and infectious.
The thin layer brand experience design is also used as a guiding principle in the detailed
design of areas like products, brand architecture, communication and policies.

some examples
We are known for heroic
24/7 customer service
leaving people feeling
totally taken care of

We are known for
creative entreprise
leaving people feeling
liberated

We are known for
treating our customers
as individuals leaving
people feeling better off
with life unleashed
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in detail

3. Evidence
of brand
experience

It is not enough to say you have a brand experience, you need to be able to show what it
means and prove that it exists – rather than just being ‘nice words’ or merely pay lip service
to a principle.

First Direct’s evidence – produced pre-launch as design criteria for the service
Brand experience:
We are known for heroic 24/7 customer service leaving people totally taken care of.
Evidence to support this:
We are open 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, including Christmas Day: we are going
to launch on a Sunday to make a point
It’s full service for every second we are open – big mortgage at 3am? No problem
Our front line staff are carefully chosen and trained for eight weeks in customer
service skills before they are allowed on the phone
We answer each call in three rings or less and you always get a real person
Our systems allow our staff to know who you are and what your relationship with
us is instantly and we can fulfil most of your requests with a single click
If we have to transfer you to a specialist or you need to call us several times on the
same issue you never have to repeat anything – we transfer your information when
we transfer the call
We tell our people their job is to leave customers feeling totally taken care of even if
that means extending the call
We tell our people to use their initiative and imagination in doing whatever they
think is possible to leave the customer feeling taken care of
We have a list of 100 tricky requests which need a heroic response – and we have
trained our people to deal with – each time we get something we hadn’t thought
of, we add it to the list
We will publicise and celebrate heroic actions
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3. Evidence of brand experience
But remember
It is an impossible task to deliver the brand experience perfectly all the time to all the people the organisation touches. We don’t fret about
this, but instead we embark on a relentless search for that perfection. There is always something that can be made better, or a new idea,
product or solution that can be implemented that will improve your brand experience. And every time you do, it will improve your business.

We use the below tool as a way of engaging the whole organisation in our relentless search for perfection. There are many ways to use it e.g. as a
brainstorming template in a leadership team meeting or as a structure to capture and evaluate ideas from around the organisation.

WE ARE
KNOWN FOR...
WE LEAVE
PEOPLE FEELING...

PROOF
POINTS
INCONSISTENT
IDEAS

IN PLACE
QUICK
WINS
QUICK
WINS

IN PLAN
?
?

In the first box you place all your current evidence and new ideas that are already in your plan. The second box is for areas where your current
experience does not match the level of your stated brand experience. These are then separated into ‘quick wins’ – where it is quick and simple to make
the change, in which case put it in the plan – and other areas that you need to evaluate before deciding to put into the plan. Finally, the third box is
for creating new ideas that you then decide if they are a quick win that should be put in the plan or a longer term development that needs careful
evaluation.
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4. The Game

The Game starts with a banner statement that describes how the business will look
when the Game is complete. Everyone in the leadership team has to align with and work
towards it. It has to be authentic, emotive and get you out of bed in the morning. Because
when you talk about facts and figures, people understand what you want to do, but if you
communicate context you get at people’s values, beliefs and instincts. It is the context
(i.e. the why) that ultimately controls decisions and loyalty, not the what. A good banner
statement can get everyone moving in the same (right) direction for the business.
As with any game, before you start you set out the important rules – for IconicShift this
means when will the Game end? And how will you know you have won? Typically,
businesses look at objectives like value, profit, number of customers, innovation and
awareness – and set themselves targets.
To test whether this is a valid set of objectives ask yourself – “If we hit all these goals what
would that make possible for my business and for me as an individual”. If the answer to
that gets you excited and out of bed in the morning you’ve found a Game worth playing.

A Game vs a conventional strategy – or why do we do it this way?
A Game

Executing a traditional strategy

•• There is an emotional pull for people
and investors as well as a rational basis
for decision making

•• It feels like a slog

•• We discover the path towards our
destination
•• Whatever path we take, it is always a
MEANS to an END
•• We get unpredictable results which
exceed what we knew was possible
when we started, even if we don’t make
our destination
•• A Game becomes a strategy with
a slogan when the destination is
predictable and the path clear

•• We are either on or off a predetermined path to get predictable
results, usually dominated by financial
measures
•• If we are off-track we put together an
action plan to get back on the path so
that the path also becomes an END in
itself
•• The predictable results are what we
know how to do when we put the
strategy together
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4. THE GAME
EXAMPLES OF GAMES

Create the world’s most recommended bank

Create a bank designed specifically for the digital age
which appeals to 10m consumers and float it on the LSE
at >£1bn

Create a revolutionary online platform for people
living in small spaces that will deliver cutting edge
remote design and the best innovative products to
save and create space

Be the UK’s leading provider of education on alternative
investments

By 2020, put one million wizards in people’s pockets
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5. The Road
Map

A Road Map is a 12-month plan with quarterly milestones (so every three months) to track
and monitor progress. We use a Road Map to plot our progress and next moves towards
the final Game. The key points of a Road Map are that it:

Covers the key targets in a 12-month period
Is adaptive, one step at a time
Is used every week or every fortnight
Is formally reviewed once a quarter

“

Understanding how to construct and use a Road Map in our business
has been key to driving focused activities and allowed us to move
quickly into the go to market stage. Every week we go through
the Road Map, looking at what’s working, what’s not working
and what is missing. We then put actions down and
decide what is essential to complete, allowing us
to efficiently prioritise what we work on.
— MICHELLE CACHUCHO
Founder Best Minds

”
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6. Business
architecture

There are five key components to an IconicShift business architecture:
Value propositions
Communication
Getting the economics right
Systems and processes that do ‘what it says on the tin’ i.e. are a reliable and
comprehensive implementation of the brand experience and value propositions
Smart risk management

We create value propositions for customers, partners and any other groups we deal with. The
process is the same for each group. We need to be clear about who we are interested in.
What problems we solve. Why those problems are worth solving, given the time and money
we are asking people for. And why we are better than other options in the market. As we
analyse these areas, we can check if there are any serious gaps or if there needs to be a
serious transformation of any areas of the business.
To be iconic, value propositions need to be strong and sufficiently differentiated, but they
also have to be communicated with sufficient power. That means the quality and frequency
of communication to different groups – from employees and partners to customers and the
media – needs to have iconic content that is delivered effectively and with the right amount
of frequency.
If you have powerful propositions being communicated properly there are two further checks
– firstly is your business actually delivering what your value propositions say? If not, what are
the important gaps? When do we need to fill them?
Secondly, are the basic economics right? So when the business has reached a reasonable
scale will it start to create shareholder value given reasonable projections of:
The micro-economics of customer acquisition, customer service and direct product costs
The long run overheads and development spend
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6. Business architecture
Finally, to move a business forward you need to make a number of strategic investment and priority decisions. We call these bets, because they are about
the future and you cannot guarantee results. Normally these bets are decisions to invest in improving, transforming or creating new assets. An asset is
anything we rely on to produce results. IconicShift keeps track of a portfolio of strategic bets using the below diagram.

high impact
Low
risk/high
impact

high
risk/high
impact

Low risk

high risk
Low
risk/low
impact

high
risk/low
impact
low impact

Risk is the potential damage they could do to the business if they do not come off, impact is the potential maximum positive impact on the business if
they succeed.
Smart risk management is all about managing a portfolio of strategic bets to ensure that there is more upside than downside, that the downsides are
affordable, that a company backs itself to capture the upside and that the upsides are worth the risks.
The best bets are low risk/high impact. Many of these are available if we look carefully – for example a portfolio of low cost prototypes, partnering with
companies with trusted reputations and large customer bases rather than investing in creating those assets ourselves, licensing technology which has
worked in other markets, variabilising costs, low cost options and low cost hedges.
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6. Business architecture
As we get more sophisticated and our portfolio of bets gets larger it can be a worthwhile exercise to assess our total portfolio of bets in two different
scenarios that represent the likely upside and downside limits of the future environment:

The first we call Plain Sailing i.e. relatively benign conditions
The second Stormy Waters i.e. the most difficult plausible environment
At an even more sophisticated level it can sometimes be worthwhile to consider catastrophic conditions even beyond our vision of Stormy Waters. The
interesting questions here are:

Are the events which would lead to catastrophic conditions at all plausible? (Even if we can’t predict their exact probability or have any clue as to
when they might happen)
Is there a low risk/low cost option that leaves us better prepared for them should they happen?
At best is there a low risk/low cost option which would enable us to prosper from them?

“

Had it not been for IconicShift I absolutely would not be CEO of Chiki tea, it’s
as simple as that. The tools are very easy to implement – the roadmap, the
architecture, the perfect pitch – are all so clear and easy to understand.
Anyone who is embarking on a new adventure, a
100-year game plan needs these tools.
— HOLLY HELT
CEO Chiki tea

”
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Workshops

Group mentoring
IconicShift foundation – a three-day multi-company strategy and leadership intensive
workshop. Many companies repeat this workshop every year
Iconic implementation: 10 early stage companies who have completed the foundation
workshop are worked with in a group for one or two days a quarter. The group becomes
a self-supporting resource where everyone helps everyone else
Perfect Pitch – a whole day session to teach a group of companies to pitch with clarity
and power in a way that doesn’t waste anyone’s time. These skills are invaluable to
companies in any pitch situation
High Performance Leadership – a half day covering the principles and tools of getting
results in challenging circumstances (particularly appropriate at venture level for first
time CEOs but effective for most leadership roles)
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Workshops
Single company workshops
A two-day strategy and planning workshop: an intensive session that works well when a team first comes together in a new venture, it is also
appropriate for larger companies (growth or mature) who are changing strategy (e.g. post an investment or deal) and/or need to bed in a new
leadership team and/or are looking for faster growth. This workshop gets excellent results as long as the CEO buys into the underpinning philosophy
of IconicShift
Topics covered are:
Deciding how you want to spend the next five years and why – creating what sort of business, achieving what sort of results
Ensuring the leadership team is aligned and excited by what is being created
Looking at brand, customer experience, culture and innovation in a completely different way – a relentless search for perfection amongst
these four inter-linked elements can lead to an iconic brand and significant economic benefits
Looking at the gaps (vs. the strategic goals) in the current business. Its performance, competitive positioning, customer insight, business
model, capabilities, resources, organization structure and thinking
Creating a one-year Road Map that provides focus and accountabilities for the leadership team and becomes a key tool for monitoring
and managing progress
Creating the story which explains the strategy succinctly and powerfully
Quarterly strategy review: a half day review of progress against the plan – this is based on the IconicShift Road Map/business architecture/smart bet
approach. Only available for companies who have done the strategy and planning workshop or the foundation
Corporate innovation workshop: a half day looking at issues faced by large companies who are trying to nurture ideas and how to deal with these
issues (based on seminars run by Mike Harris at MIT between 1996 and 2008, his experiences at Mercury and Egg and consultancy work with RBS,
Generali and others)
One to one CEO mentoring: Eight two-hour sessions per year are scheduled with Mike. These are normally held at client premises and can either be
one-to-one or the session can include other people invited by the CEO
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Resources

People who deliver workshops and mentoring
Mike Harris
In addition to creating Firstdirect and Egg, Mike created a billion-pound
consumer Telco business as CEO of Mercury Communications. He has
also been a cyber security innovator, as co-founder and chairman of
digital identity company Garlik. Mike has been a regular speaker on
strategy, leadership and innovation at the mid-career MBA course at
MIT (from 1996 to 2008). He has also mentored people with early stage
ideas in his role as Chairman of the Innovation Board at the Royal Bank
of Scotland (from 2005 until March 2009) overseeing establishment of a
group wide innovation programme. He has been delivering IconicShift
courses and workshops since 2012.
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resources
People who deliver workshops and mentoring
Dr. Tariq Munif MD
Tariq has senior level and board experience in the healthcare, Private Equity, banking and energy sectors. Tariq obtained
undergraduate and postgraduate degrees in medicine and management from the University of Cambridge and is a member of the
Royal College of Psychiatrists. Developed the high performance leadership modules with Mike and is skilled at delivering them.

Sue Harris
A speech and language therapist and qualified teacher, she has become a highly-rated expert in delivering the Perfect Pitch workshop
and coaching. She has worked with over 1,000 business owners and companies on Perfect Pitch, sometimes in support of Mike and
sometimes leading.

Matt Harris
Trained and worked as a journalist, before becoming a PR Director at Band and Brown specializing in the tech sector with clients
like Logica, Cisco and Adobe. Most of the written IconicShift material was produced by him and he too is expert in delivering the
Perfect Pitch material. He has led workshops covering the business planning material in IconicShift. Mike also uses Matt’s sceptical and
forensic journalist mindset to help assess the business plans and progress of the companies he is supporting or evaluating. Outside of
IconicShift Matt works as a freelance business writer with BT as an anchor client.

Jo Rodgers
A lawyer providing ‘affordable wisdom’ to SMEs using elements of the IconicShift architecture that she has been trained in by Mike. Jo
can also deliver elements of the IconicShift workshops.
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resources
associates

Onur Ibrahim
Trained by Mike in IconicShift, he provides on request digital marketing advice and implementation compatible with the IconicShift
principles.

Chris Radford
Trained by Mike in IconicShift, provides on request workshops focused on deep customer insight compatible with IconicShift
principles.

Marianne Hartley
Trained by Mike in IconicShift, provides on request stunning brand identities and guidelines compatible with IconicShift principles.

Leigh Ashton
Trained by Mike in IconicShift, provides on request workshops focused on sales techniques compatible with IconicShift principles.
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Further Material available for investors
Iconic outcome planning (workshop slides)
Iconic reference slides (these slides are the complete set used in the two-day
strategy workshop)
How to build a Road Map – manual
Strategy foundation workbook
Perfect pitch workshop slides and workbook
High Performance Leadership Workshop slides and workbook

Other Resources
Websites and social media (for deal flow)
Findyourlightbulb.com
iconicthinking.com
@iconicshift
linkedin: https/uk.iconicshift.com/iconicshift
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Clients

The following clients have implemented business architectures developed in IconicShift
workshops. More information on many of them is available on iconicthinking.com,
including the success they have achieved and the benefits they believe they get from
IconicShift.

BDLN

Best Minds

Digital networking and recruitment
for professional services firms

Email marketing

Chiki Tea

Coalmine

Building a chain of Japanese tea
shops

Innovative cyber insurance

Commino

Differentiate

Next generation digital marketing
agency

Customer insight consultancy

ECNAM

Entrevo

Mentoring organisation aimed at
children in primary and secondary
education

Business training organisation
operating in the UK, USA and
Australia

FEBE

Golden Houses

Business networking and funding

House building company
dedicated to exploring healthy
houses
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clients
HAT

Ilorin

Insize

Off-piste ski education and guiding

New fashion brand aiming to bring
the best African designs to the UK

Innovative digital design and
resource supply for people living or
working in small spaces

Institute of Meaning

Intelligent Partnership

Maxop

Charity exploring leading edge
research into mind/body medicine

Leading information and
education resource on alternative
investments

Business development training
organisation for accountants and
lawyers

Maxwellia

Medivet

Miticom

New pharmaceutical company

Veterinary group with 120
surgeries across the UK

Corporate communications
consultancy

Navistar

Octopus Investments

Oinky

Next generation legal services

Leading investment company
expanding into energy supply and
other household services

FinTech that makes it easy to save
money and invest for the long term

Profit in Focus

The Raw Chef Ltd

Redington

Digital training for SMEs in
managing finances

Heavily subscribed online resource
for people wishing to add raw food
to their diet

Leading pension and investment
advisors, expanding into consumer
FinTech
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clients
Sasudi

Screenetics

Thoaski

Online sales training for corporates
and SMEs

Corporate health screening

Innovative digital PR agency

Wealth Wizards

Woord

FinTech start-up providing automated,
regulated, pensions and financial advice
to individuals and companies

Digital resource for social activists i.e.
people who want to get together to
solve local problems and share their
solutions for the benefit of others
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Appendix
Sustainable finance

We believe the current global financial system remains fragile and vulnerable to another
major crisis. At the same time, large incumbent banks and insurance companies are likely
to be heavily constrained by regulation that is designed to make them robust, but has the
side-effect of making it difficult to grow and support growth in the economy. Their legacy
systems and cultures also constrain their ability to meet the digital needs of millennials.
Consequently, we must rely on a new generation of FinTechs to provide growth and
innovation in our financial system. Incumbent banks and insurers are increasingly open to
partnering with such FinTechs.
However, the FinTechs must be designed for sustainability – they must not fall into the
same trap as current incumbents, which have to choose between growth and robustness.
The current generation of FinTechs have been built for growth, but have not been tested in
challenging circumstances.
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appendix
The design of sustainable FinTechs
IconicShift already has most of the principles and tools needed to create sustainable FinTechs:

Identify a ‘Purpose Beyond Money’ and a culture that supports it – liberating commitment
and creativity amongst the work force. This gives a focus on impacting people in the real
economy
Create an iconic brand – one based on consistently delivering a desired experience to
customers and employees, an absence of manipulative marketing techniques and one
which stands out from the crowd as a symbol of excellence to which others aspire; giving a
sustainable competitive advantage
Separate ‘ends and means’ in strategic planning – enabling step at a time, bottom-up
implementation and open system dynamic feedback; giving organisations agility and the
opportunity to use challenging circumstances as a springboard for ‘post-traumatic growth
and innovation
Liberate commitment and creativity in a vibrant culture with a ‘Game Worth Playing’ –
Games allow discovery of the path by top down trial and error, rather than big strategic
bets on a predefined path
A relentless search for perfection – this creates a fast innovation cycle and feedback, which
helps to create and maintain a distance from competitors (competitive differentiation)
High performance leadership material – leadership here is defined as the speed at which
people are able to get results through teams, the ability to enrol others and psychological
and emotional intelligence skills – such as persistence and creativity under pressure and an
avoidance of dysfunctional reactions and behaviours
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appendix
These principles have been enhanced in 2016 by material borrowed from the risk
sharing principles of Islamic Finance with some insights from Nicholas Taleb’s work
on risk management and antifragility, namely:

Create business designs that are value creating for all stakeholders – customers,
partners, employees and investors – who can all have a responsible attitude
towards wider society and the environment
Focus on supporting real economic growth – for the benefit of the whole
economy, rather than the banks profiting from trading amongst themselves; in
a way that exacerbates inequality, debt boom bust cycles and undermines real
growth
Smart bets (an enhancement of the IconicShift smart risk material)
Have “skin in the game” – i.e. seek risk participation with customers where possible
and ensure information symmetry, which increases antifragility by aligning
intentions and actions
Replace as much debt as possible with equity-like or other risk sharing
instruments or participative instruments
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